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LOCALLY INJECTIVE TORSION MODULES 

WILLY BRANDAL 

ABSTRACT. Let R be a commutative ring and J* a Gabriel to
pology of R. We discuss the R's satisfying the condition that for all 
^-torsion R-modules T, T is «^-injective if and only if T is locally 
J^-injective. With one interpretation of locally J^-injective, this ch
aracterizes the «^-local R's. With another interpretation of locally 
J^-injective, every J^-local R has this property, but not conversely. 

All rings considered will be commutative rings and R will always denote 
a ring. Concerning torsion theories, we follow mainly the notation from 
the B. Stenström text [7]. Our point of view will be mostly in terms of 
Gabriel topologies. Use spec/? for the set of all prime ideals of R and 
mspec/? for the set of all maximal ideals of R. If / is an ideal of R, then 
define mspec(7) = {M e mspec/?: / c M}. If T is an /?-module and 
M e mspec/?, then define T(M) = {x e T: mspec (Ann# (x)) c {M}} = 
{0} U {x 6 T: mspec (AnnR(x)) = {M}}. Clearly T(M) is then an R-
submodule of T. For <F a Gabriel topology of /?, then R is J^-local if 
(1.) |mspec(/)| < oo for all / e j f , and (2.) |mspec(P)| = 1 for all P e 
£F fi spec/?. Then for ^ a Gabriel topology of /?, the following three 
conditions are equivalent: (l.)/?is ^-local, (2.) T= ©MemsPec# T{M) for 
all J^-torsion /^-modules T, and (3.) T ^ © M Œ mspecR TM for all J^-torsion 
/^-modules T [2, Theorem 1.2]. See [2] for a general discussion and the 
history of the J^-local concept. 

We introduce the local Gabriel topologies tF{M) along with a few 
observations. If J^is a Gabriel topology of R and M e mspec/?, then 
j*{M} = {/e,f: mspec(/) c {M}}. For P e spec/?, let J^(P) = {/: 
/ is an ideal of R and / <£ P). Then ^(P) is a Gabriel topology of /?. 
Since #"{M} = & fl ( f i { ^ ( ^ ) : ^ e mspec/? - {M}}), and the inter
section of Gabriel topologies is a Gabriel topology, cune infers that ^{M} 
is a Gabriel topology of /?. Note that if Tis an /?-module and M e mspec/?, 
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then T(M) is just the (] {^(P)' P e mspeci? — {Af}}-torsion submodule 
of T. 

Suppose ZF is a Gabriel topology of R. Use t for the torsion radical 
corresponding to SF. If also M G mspeci?, then use tM for the torsion 
radical corresponding to tF{M). It follows from the definitions that if & 
is a Gabriel topology of R, Me mspeci?, and T is an «^"-torsion R-
module, then T(M) = tM(T). Another point of view, following the papers 
[4] and [6], is that R is J^-local if and only if t = ®M Œ mspeci? tM. 

We shall need the following preliminary result involving the comparison 
of T(M) and TM. For M e mspecT? and T an i?-module, define fTtM : 
T(M) -• 7^ by fTtM{x) = JC/1 for all XG T(M). It is straightforward to 
verify that/ r > M is an ÄM-monomorphism. 

THEOREM 1. Let 3F be a Gabriel topology of R. The following statements 
are equivalent. 

(1.) R is &-local 
(2.)fT>M: T(M) -> TM is an RM-isomorphism for all fF-torsion R-modules 

T and for all M G mspec/?. 

PROOF. (1.) -• (2.) [2, Corollary 1.4]. (2.) -> (1.) We prove the contra-
positive. Suppose R is not J^-local. There exists an J^-torsion jR-module 
Tsuch that TV ®M^msPecRT(M). Define T = ®MemspecRT(M), and so 
T =è T'. Since T/T' is a nonzero ^-module, there exists an AfGmspeci? 
such that (T/T')M £ {0}; i.e., TM g T'M. It follows that / r > M is not sur-
jective and so statement (2.) is false. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 

We discuss the first form of locally injective. The interested reader may 
wish to refer to [3] for some general background. Recall that if <F is a 
Gabriel topology of R and T is an /^-module, then T is J*-injective if the 
canonical homomorphism Y\omR(R, T) -• Hom^/, T) is surjective for all 
Ie <F. In other words, if Ie ZF and/ : I -> Tis an /^homomorphism, then 
/extends to an Ä-homomorphism R -> T. We shall first be concerned with 
describing the rings with the property that an J^-torsion jR-module T is 
J^-injective if and only if T(M) is «^{Mj-injective for all M G mspeci?. 

LEMMA 2. Let I be an ideal of R. Suppose |mspec(/)| = oo and there 
does not exist a PespecR with I a P and |mspecCP)| > 1. Then there 
exists {AfJSLx c mspec(7) such that f]^k M{ g fli~*+i Mif°r al1 k = 
1 , 2 , , . . . 

PROOF. Recall that an ideal of R is a /ideal if it is the intersection of 
some maximal ideals of R, and j-spccR is the set of all prime ideals of R 
that are /-ideals. The hypotheses imply that the set of minimal /primes 
over I is mspec(7), which is an infinite set. Thus j-specR/I is not Noe-
therian. Let 7i £ I2 §Ë • • • be /ideals of R containing /, and for each 
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n, choose a maximal ideal Mn containing /„ but not containing In+i. 
These M„'s have the required properties. 

LEMMA 3. Let <F be a Gabriel topology of R and let T be an R-module. 
If T is an ^-infective R-module, then T(M) is an ^{M}-injective R-module 
for all M e mspeci?. 

PROOF. Suppose T is J^-injective and consider M e mspecjR. Let / e 
^{M} and let / : I-+ T(M) be an iMiomomorphism. Since Ie^{M} c= 
3F and T is J^-injective, there exists an JR-homomorphism g: R -+ T 
such that g | / = / . 

0 -» I inci- > R 

f i i g 

T(M) J^k, T 

Note that I((T{M) + Rg(ì))/T(M)) = {0}. Hence T(M) and (r(M) + 
Rg(l))/T(M) are both n { ^ ( ^ ) - ^ e mspeci?-{M}}-torsion i?-modules. 
Since torsions are closed under extensions, T(M) + Rg(l) is also an 
fi {^{P): P e mspeci?-{M}}-torsion i?-module. Therefore Rg(l) a 
T(M), and so one may view g: R -> T(M) with g\ I = / . This verifies 
that T(M) is an ^{M}-injective i?-module. 

The proof given above is similar to the proof of the following fact. 
If ^ is a Gabriel topology of R and T is an ^-injective jR-module, then 
the «F-torsion submodule of Tis also an J^-injective jR-module. Of course, 
this generalizes the well-known fact : If R is an integral domain and T 
is an injective JR-module, then the torsion submodule of T is also an 
injective /^-module. 

THEOREM 4. Let fF be a Gabriel topology of R. The following statements 
are equivalent. 

(1.) Ris SP-local 
(2.) For all 3P -torsion R-modules T, T is an 3F -injective R-module if and 

only if T(M) is an <F{M}-injective R-module for all M e mspeci?. 

PROOF. (1.) -+ (2.) Suppose R is g ioca i . Let T be an «^-torsion R-
module. If T is J^-injective, then T(M) is J^{A/}-injective for all Me 
mspeaR by Lemma 3. Conversely, suppose T(M) is ^{M}-injective for 
all M 6 mspeci?. We shall use the «^-injective envelope of T, denoted 
E^T). For example, E^T) = {xeE(T):(T: x) e 3?} by [7, Ch. 9, Pro
position 2.2]. Consider an M G mspeci?. Since R is g i o c a i , we can write 
r = T(M) e C where C = ®N^msPecR-iM}T(Ny Let D = E^{M)(C). 
Since C(M) = {0} and D is an essential extension of C, we have D(M) = 
{0}. By [7, Ch. 6, Proposition 3.2], D is «^-torsion. Hence D = ®N Œ mspecR-{M} 
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D(N). Since D = E^m{C) = {x G E(C): (C: x) G ̂ {M}}9 it follows that 
D = C. Therefore, C is ^{A/j-injective and so T is ^{A/j-injective. 
Similarly, E^(T) is «^"-torsion and E^(T) = 0 M <= mspec/? £> (T)(M). Since 
T is J^{Af}-injective for all M G inspect, E^(T) (M) = T(M). It follows 
that E^(T) = 7" and so Tis «^-injective. 

(2.) -• (1.) Suppose that statement (2.) is satisfied. We first claim that 
ImspecCP)! = 1 for all Pe3? fl spec/?. Suppose this is not so; i.e., 
suppose there exists Pe^ f| speaK with |mspec(P)| > 1. Let T be the 
J5--torsion Ä-module R/P. If xeT - {0}, then Ann^(jc) = P and so 
\mspQc(AnnR(x))\ > 1. In particular T(M) = {0} and so T{M) is «^{M}-
injective for all M e mspecÄ. Choose Mi e mspecCP), choose x G Mi — 
P, and define I = P + Rx. Then 7 G &, Define/: I-+Tbyf(p + rx) = 
r + P for pe P and r e R. One checks that / is a well-defined i?-homo-
morphism, and there does not exist an iÊ-homomorphism R -> T that 
extends / . Hence T is not J^-injective. This contradicts statement (2.) 
and verifies the claim that ImspecCP)! = 1 for all P e <F f| speci?. 

We next claim that |mspec(7)j < °° fc>r all I^SF. Suppose this is not 
so; i.e., suppose there exists Ie & with |mspec(/)| = oo. The hypotheses 
of Lemma 2 are satisfied, so there exists {A/»}^ a mspec(7) such that 
nr=kMi S nS*+iM,. for all * = I, 2, . . . . Define In = f i ^ M , for 
« = 1, 2, . . . . Again we use E# for the J^-injective envelope functor. 
Define T = Q^E^R/Q. We shall prove that Tis an J^-torsion i?-
module that is not J^-injective and T(M) is J^{Af}-injective for all M e 
mspecÄ. Identify R/In as a submodule of E^(R/In) and identify ®™=1RjIn 

as a submodule of 7". 
For a given n, one has /„=> 7 e , f , s o Ä//w is J^-torsion. Then E^(R/In) 

and r are also J^-torsion /^-modules. 
We claim that T is not J^-injective. Define / = U J£=iAi 6 «̂ "» a n d de-

fine the /Miomomorphism / : / -+ T by /(JC) = <x 4- /„> e ®™=1R/In 

c= (B?=iEp(R/In) = T for xel. Note that the infinite tuple <JC + /„> 
has only finitely many nonzero components. By the way the M/s were 
chosen, ^ ^ /2 ^ • • • ^ /. Hence there does not exist an 7?-homomor-
phism R -• rextending/. This verifies the claim that Tis not J^-injective. 

We need to show that T(M) is ^{A/j-injective for all M G mspeaft. 
This will require several steps. Let k ^ 1 and let M G inspect - {Mn}%Lk. 
We claim that R/Ik is an J*{Af}-torsion-free 7?-module. Suppose this 
is not so and r + Ik is a nonzero J* {M}-torsi on element of R/Ik with 
reR — Ik. Then Ann^r -h Ik) = (Ik: r) and mspec((/Ä: r)) = {Af}. For 
j ^ k there exist jcy e (7A: r) — Mj. Hence rxj G Ik = fi^=ÄA/w. But 
xy <£ Afy implies r G Afy. This is the case for all j ^ k, so r G f| JL̂ Afy = 
4 , contradicting r £ Ik. This verifies the claim that R/Ik is an J* {Af}-
torsion-free /^-module for all k ^ 1 and M G mspQcR-{Mn}^=k. Since 
E^(R/Ik) is an essential extension of /?//*, it follows that E^(R/Ik) is an 
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<^{M}-torsion-free Ä-module for all k ^ 1 and M e mspec7?-{Mw}^. 
Let M e mspec/?. We claim that JT(M)is an ^{Mj-injective i?-module. 

First suppose that M${Mn}^=v Then T(M) = (e^1£^(#//w))(M) = 
®%=1EJ(RIQ(M) = {0}, which is clearly an ^{Af}-injective iÊ-module. 
On the other hand, suppose M = Mk for some k. Then T(M) = T(Mk) ^ 
0*=1£^(#//W)(MÄ). By Lemma 3, E^(R/In)(Mk) is an ^{MÄ}-injective 
7^-module for 1 ^ H 2£ &. Hence T(M) is an «^{Mj-injective i?-module, 
as claimed. 

We have shown that if there exists Ie^ with |mspec(/)| = oo, then 
statement (2.) is false. By definition, then R satisfies statement (1.). This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 

We discuss the second form of locally injective. Following [1], if IF 
is a Gabriel topology of R and M e mspeofl, then &M = {IM: Ie <F) 
is a Gabriel topology of RM- We shall now be concerned with the rings 
R having the property that for all J^-torsion ^-modules T, T is an #"-
injective i?-module if and only if TM is an J^-injective RM-modu\e for 
all M 6 inspect. It is perhaps more natural to consider this second form of 
locally injective than the first form. Unfortunately, we are unable to 
characterize this property, but present only some partial results. 

We begin with a result of E. Matlis [5, Theorem 3.3]. Let R be an 
integral domain and let J/* be the set of all nonzero ideals of R. Thus 
JT is the Gabriel topology of R that corresponds to the classical torsion 
theory of R. If R is an ^/T-local integral domain (called "/z-local" by 
E. Matlis), then an i?-module T is an injective i?-module if and only if 
TM is an injective 7?M-module for all M e mspeci?. Another way of saying 
this is: if R is an ^T-local integral domain, then an 7^-module Tis an Jf-
injective jR-module if and only if TM is an ^M-injective i?M-module for 
all M e mspeci?. We shall generalize this, although restricted to torsion 
modules. 

COROLLARY 5. If <F is a Gabriel topology of R and R is <F-local, then 
for all $?-torsion R-modules T, T is an IF-injective R-module if and only if 
TM is an FM-injective RM-module for all M e mspecjR. 

PROOF. Suppose R is J^-local and T is an J^-torsion i?-module. First 
suppose T is J^-injective. Let MemspeaR, / e j ^ M , a n d / : / - * TM an 
i?M-homomorphism. There exists 7 e , f with / = IM. Since R is J^-local, 
RI I = (R/Ï) (M) 0 (®N^mspecR-iM}(R/I)(N)). Write (R/I)(M) s R/h 
and ®NŒmspecR-{M}WI) W = R/I2 for some ideals 7i and I2 of R. Then 
R/I s R/h 0 R\h with mspec(Zi) c {M} and M $ mspec(/2). Thus 
RMIJ = RMIIM = (R/I)M = (R/IÙM ® Wh)M = RMKIÙM. Therefore 
J — (II)M with h e ZF{M}. There is a canonical iMiomomorphism I\ -» 
/ . Let / be the composition /x -> J L> TM. By Theorems 1 and 4, TM ^ 
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T(M), and so TM is «^{Mj-injective. There exists an TMiomomorphism 
g: R -> TM with g| /i = / . One checks that this induces an RM-homo-
morphism g: RM -> TM with g\J = f. This verifies that TM is an <FM-
injective 7?M-module for all M e mspecjR. 

Conversely, suppose TM is J^-injective for all M e mspeci?. Let 
M e mspecÄ. We will show that T(M) is J^{M}-injective. Let Ie S?{M} 
and let / : / -* T{M) be an i?-homomorphism. This induces an RM-
homomorphism IM -• T(M)M. By [2, Lemma 1.1(3.)], T(M)M s T(M) 
as i?M-modules. Let / b e the 7?M-homomorphism which is the composition 
IM -> r(M)M ^ T(M). By Theorem 1, T(M) £ r M as ^-modules , and 
since r M is ^M-injective, there exists an 7?M-homomorphism g: RM -> 
T{M) with g 11M = / . If g is the composition R-* RM L> T(M), then g 
is an iMiomomorphism with g \ I = f. This verifies that T(M) is «F{M}-
injective for all M e inspect. By Theorem 4, T is J*"-injective. This com
pletes the proof of the corollary. 

One could give an alternate proof of Corollary 5 similar to the argument 
of E. Matlis [5, proof of Theorem 3.3]. Unfortunately the converse of 
Corollary 5 is not true. Choose R to be the ring of integers and choose SF 
to be the set of all ideals of R. Then R is not J^-local and an «^-torsion 
7?-module T is J^-injective if and only if TM is J«r

M-injective for all M e 
mspecÄ. (This is well known, or see [5, Theorem 3.3].) 

A Gabriel topology & of R is said to be nonminimal if <F does not 
have a minimal prime ideal of R as an element. In [2] there are several 
localization results that are proved only for nonminimal Gabriel topo
logies. The counterexample to the converse of Corollary 5 does not use 
a nonminimal Gabriel topology. Is it possible that the converse of Corol
lary 5 is true if one assumes that 3F is a nonminimal Gabriel topology? 

The author would like to thank both the referee and the editor for sim
plifying the proofs. 
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